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Dell brings together the management security, incident response expertise and threat
behavioural analytics of Secureworks with the CrowdStrike unified endpoint protection platform
in a next-gen endpoint security solution portfolio, SafeGuard and Response.

  

As the company puts it, the approach is designed to prevent, detect and respond to the shofting
threat landscape, making it easy for organisation to protect data with the most secure
commercial PCs. CrowdStrike endpoint security solutions promise to prevent over 99% of
malware and non-malware-based threats, detect 100% of vulnerabilities and respond to threats
rapidly, while Secureworks RedCloak behavioural analytics are built into the prevention,
detection and response capabilities.

      

Dell offers a number of SafeGuard and Response solutions-- CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent is a
next-gen antivirus (NGAV) solution featuring AI and machine learning to stop malware and
malware-free attacks. CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent and Insight is an addition to the NGAV
solution adding endpoint detection and response (EDR) to enable full visibility into endpoint
threat activity and real-time remediation.

  

Secureworks Managed Endpoint Protection offers 24/7 managed services from Secureworks to
monitor the state of endpoints for indications of threat actor activity. The Secureworks Security
Operations Center and Counter Threat Unit investigates events to determine severity, accuracy
and context, before suggesting remedial action.

  

The final component is Secureworks Incident Management Retainer. In case of a serious
security incident, Secureworks deploys an On-Demand Incident Response Specialist Team to
respond and mitigate an incident at any time. As a result, organisations both with and without
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security operations centres get the support and expertise required in critical times. Customers
can also use the service to build a proactive response plan for future incidents.

  

Dell SafeGuard and Response ships globally from March 2019.

  

Go Dell Reinvents Endpoint Security Portfolio
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https://www.dell.com/learn/us/en/uscorp1/press-releases/2019-01-31-dell-reinvents-endpoint-security-portfolio-through-startegic-collaborations-with-secureworks-and-crowdstrike

